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CLARA BARTON’S 1898 BATTLES IN CUBA: A REEXAMINATION OF HER
NURSING CONTRIBUTIONS
By Christine Ardalan
This study reexamines Clara Barton’s mission in Cuba to bring aid to those suffering
from hunger, disease and war wounds while battling with bureaucracy and gender
constraints. Clara Barton was a quintessential frontline nurse. In the last quarter of the
19th Century, she defined her work through the American Red Cross, an organization that
she saw as a reform movement. From 1882 when she founded the American Red Cross, it
became “her” esteemed neutral vehicle providing a means for her direct participation in
frontline nursing care during hurricanes, floods or epidemics. In 1898, when she left
Washington for Cuba she was 77-years-old at the zenith of her career. Barton’s work in
Cuba exemplified her unbroken link with nursing, a common creed, a collective identity,
that transcended transnational boundaries. The link, however, did not include the
common training. After the Spanish American War, the face of nursing and especially
army nursing changed. The soldiers’ deaths from disease ushered in major health
reforms including the 1901 establishment of the Army Nurse Corp. The 77-year-old
Barton was not a part of this new thrust and her nursing contributions dimmed in nursing
history as did her presence within the Red Cross organization. Criticism of her work, her
patriotism and even her person undercut her place in nursing history. The reevaluation of
Barton’s work, seeks to complement Cuban historiography at the end of the 19th century
and to reevaluate her nursing roots.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
On February 15, 1898, Clara Barton (1821-1912) worked at her desk
overlooking Havana Harbor.1

The 77-year old president and founder of the

American Red Cross (ARC) pondered over her relief effort to bring aid to displaced
Cubans—the reconcentrados. From her window, she witnessed the commotion. The
United States Battleship Maine had exploded and sunk in Havana Harbor with 250
men dead. After the blast, she made her way to the bruised, cut and burned
survivors at the Spanish Military Hospital, San Ambrosia. “I am with the wounded,”
she cabled to the Red Cross headquarters from Havana.2 The experienced nurse
knew her immediate duty was to take the names of the wounded. “Isn’t this Miss
Barton?” asked one of the wounded men. “I knew you were here and I thought you
would come to us.”3
The Maine incident highlights Clara Barton as the quintessential frontline
nurse giving credence to an earlier newspaper report that indeed she was an expert
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in binding up “many torn bodies and nearly crushed hearts.”4 Barton was specific
with the details of the injuries that identified her as an experienced nurse.
Their wounds are all over them—heads and faces terribly cut, internal wounds, arms, legs,
feet and hands burned to the live flesh. The hair and beards singed, showing that the burns
were from fire not steam. Besides further evidence shows that the burns are where the parts
were uncovered. If burned by steam the clothing would have held the steam and burned all
the deeper. 5

Barton noted the officers and the men were reticent to discuss the cause of the blast,
but they thought it was not a result of internal combustion. The boilers were
located at each end of the ship, places where all escaped. The blast had come from
the center. In the resulting speculation afterwards, and throughout the following
decades, it appears that investigators did not consider her observations. 6
In the last quarter of the 19th Century, Barton defined her work through the
American Red Cross. From 1882, the organization became “her” esteemed neutral
vehicle for her direct participation in frontline nursing care. Whether providing
relief during forest fires, hurricanes, floods or epidemics, Barton affirmed her
nursing philosophy that guided her work. In 1898, she summed up her goals with
this quote, “Ease suffering, soothe sorrow, lessen pain, this is [one’s] only thought
night and day.”7 Her principles speak to the core of modern nursing today.
This essay reexamines Clara Barton’s attempts to bring frontline nursing care
to those in Cuba suffering from hunger, disease and war wounds while battling with
bureaucracy and gender constraints. Moreover, her humanitarian service presents
an opportunity to reevaluate her nursing roots.8 Barton emerges not only as a
staunch supporter of women’s rights, patients’ rights and victims’ rights, but also as
a fierce defender of her own right to nurse in spite of her age.
Although Cuban historiography has largely overlooked Barton’s work,9
numerous biographers have documented her relief work and participation in the
1898 war.10 This essay draws from the work of these biographers, contemporary
newspapers, Barton’s papers located in the Library of Congress as well as Barton’s
first person narrative and record of her work that she compiled in her 1899 book
entitled The Red Cross In Peace and War. By addressing her record in Cuba through
her eyes and voice there can be little doubt that Barton deserves a prominent place
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in nursing history and Cuban history, as well as in humanitarian and philanthropic
history.

Barton’s Background: War, Peace and Equality
Key points about her background illuminate Barton’s character and mission.
During the Civil War, she was literally and figuratively a battlefield nurse. In
wielding considerable power to overcome prejudices against women at the front
lines of battle, her initiative and autonomy stood out.11 As scholar Ellen Langenheim
Henle points out, Barton was “fearless under fire.”12 Henle argues that women’s
exclusion from war sustained their subordinated status. War was the legendary
male realm. Without the franchise, women could not participate in governmental
decisions to initiate or avoid war. Barton fought gender constraints to forge the way
for women to participate in the forefront of battle.13
The Civil War and the aftermath of her care for the war dead followed by the
endless rounds of public lectures took a toll on Barton’s health as she moved around
the country. In breaking ground as a public speaker, she met many suffragists who
sought her support. Her feminist rhetoric was just as forceful, or even greater, than
that of the suffragists. When asked what women should do in time of war, suffragist
Elizabeth Cady Stanton replied that just like many of her male counterparts, she
would urge others to go to war.14 Barton was truly a battlefield nurse. She declared
that if people consider “the positions I occupy were rough and unseemly for a
woman—I can only reply that they were rough and unseemly for men.”15 Although a
firm supporter of the movement, she refused any formal leadership roles. Instead,
she placed herself in the forefront of yet another battle to bring humanitarian, or
frontline nursing services, to women, men and children in need. She devoted her life
to the cause when her physicians finally advised her to recuperate in Europe.
During her recuperation from ill health in Switzerland, she energized the
founding of the American Red Cross. It was through her powers of persuasion, that
the United States government finally endorsed the Geneva Accords and signed the
international treaty. This was no small feat. Twice it had refused, even when
requested by Dr. Henry W. Bellows, the head of war relief during the Civil War.16
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Barton secured her place as the ARC president insisting that disaster relief was in its
articles of incorporation. In 1882, the ARC set to work bringing relief nationally and
internationally—with Barton at the center of the effort.
To provide nurses to assist in service under the Red Cross flag, she hoped the
1894 founding of the Red Cross training school for nurses in New York would
become a model.17 This was the only Red Cross training school for nurses in the
country. Barton hoped it would become a model that would prepare Red Cross
nurses for service under the Red Cross flag. However, according to Lavinia Dock, one
of the most prolific nurse historians of the Progressive era, the Red Cross school was
doomed to fail. Dock was a contemporary nurse who trained at Bellevue School of
Nursing, the first reformed nursing school to open in 1873. The Red Cross Hospital,
founded by Bettina Hofker and sanctioned by Barton, was a facility that ran under
the auspices of the Red Cross. (Hofker later married Red Cross surgeon-in-chief Dr.
A. Monnae Lesser.) While the fledgling nursing profession strengthened itself with
dynamic leadership to unite nurses under professional controls, Barton preferred
her nurses to volunteer for service and practice regular military tactics.18 In
contrast, Dock asserted merits of the “new” profession’s building blocks. “The
founders of Bellevue had affirmed the principle of economic and professional
independence,” she noted. “This was tenaciously held on to by the young
profession.”19 Historian Barbara Melosh explains the growth of professional nursing
and the early nurse leaders’ struggle aimed to make nursing into a respectable
profession. However, the influential nurse leaders faced an uphill battle to negotiate
between the hospitals’ need for service and the schools’ insistence of education.
These issues remained an unresolved difficulty.20 Consequently, Dock and her
counterparts did not endorse Barton’s vision for nursing education. Dock concluded
that the Red Cross Hospital met the forthcoming emergency of the 1898 Spanish
American War with “pathetic inadequacy.”21
In her diary, Barton brings to light the difficulty of running the Red Cross
Hospital that added credence to Dock’s criticism , as a younger nurse Hofker-Lesser
had problems maintaining authority among the older “ambitious” nurses who would
“resort to scandal as a means of [obtaining] power for themselves.” After a visit to
4
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the hospital Barton wrote, “Poor Bettina is downhearted and wants to give up. Go
out of the hospital and let someone else take the helm.” Barton greatly encouraged
the younger nurse to continue and offered solutions. She suggested a chaperone to
help her “hold these unscrupulous wretches in place.”22 Yet in spite of difficulties,
during the absence of war and disasters, Hofker-Lesser organized the Red Cross
nurses to care for the city’s poor.23 In 1898, the hospital and training school closed
to permit the staff to meet the challenges in Cuba.24

Relief Efforts for the Reconcentrados.
In the midst of bringing Red Cross aide to those suffering through disasters at
home and abroad, news of the Cuban reconcentrados plight distressed Barton and
once again, her autonomy stood out. She argued that the Red Cross was a “direct
servant of the government,” therefore, without President William McKinley’s
permission, Barton would not endorse any Red Cross involvement.25 Those who
were impatient for Red Cross action included Cuban patriots. In a gripping letter,
they attacked Barton and the Red Cross for inhumanity towards the reconcentrados.
As the summer of 1897 wore on, no longer able to quietly bear the reports, Barton
requested that “the Red Cross [take] steps on its own in direct touch [and with the
cooperation of] the people of the country.”26 Illustrating her ease of communication
with the President, she called on him at the White House and joined the meeting in
progress with his Secretary of State.27 Finally, they agreed to form the “President’s
Committee for Cuban Relief,” headquartered in New York, to solicit and to distribute
funds. Urged by the President to take charge of the relief effort in Havana, the
elderly Clara Barton journeyed to Cuba where she could be at the center of action.28
Barton Spearheaded the Humane Issue
Upon arrival three days later, the hunger and starvation that had permeated
the small villages overrun with people suffering from years of want struck Barton to
the quick.29 Barton’s graphic penmanship illustrated her dismay at her visit to the
concentration camp at Los Fosos and other facilities where the inmates were in
slightly better condition.30 She set to work visiting sites where the Red Cross could
arrange distribution centers.31 The Red Cross hospital’s chief nurse Bettina Hofker5
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Lesser, Dr. Monae A. Lesser and four nurses from the now closed Red Cross Hospital
followed Barton to Cuba to support her work.

Relief After the Maine Disaster
Amid the speculation of the cause of the Maine’s blast, Barton continued with
her relief effort.32 She traveled on to the small towns and villages where she found
deplorable conditions. Calling for a battle against the “enemies,” of “dirt and filth,”
Barton rallied for volunteers to thoroughly clean and whitewash a hospital, for
example. Once enlarged, a freshly supplied hospital could accommodate more
patients.33 Local physicians anguished by lack of resources, spurred to action with
Red Cross support.34
Barton kept the public alerted to the progress of the Red Cross relief effort.
Highlighting its humanity and neutrality, she reported about her cooperation with
the Spanish authorities. Spain was one of the original founders of the International
Red Cross and Barton fostered a rapport with General Ramón Blanco y Erenas. She
reported that, “General Blanco was glad of this relief and sorry for the condition of
the people.”35 She explained that her cooperation with the Spaniards was through
the international recognition that the Red Cross operated as a neutral humanitarian
body. Barton disregarded any gender inequality. Rather she met the Spaniards on
equal terms. “I meet you gentlemen not as an American and you as Spaniards but as
the head of the Red Cross of one country greeting the Red Cross men of another,”
she affirmed. “I do not come to speak for America as an American, but from the Red
Cross for humanity.”36 Throughout her stay, she noted that General Blanco and his
staff’s unfailing “kindly spirit” prevailed. She wrote, “I was begged not to leave the
island through fear of them.” They promised to extend “every protection in their
power” to the Red Cross. When the coming war forced Barton to abandon her relief
work, she accepted Blanco’s farewell and blessing and in her words, she left those
“poor, dying wretches to their fate.” 37 One newspaper reported, “The whole system
of succoring the starving Cubans is for the time being brought to a complete
standstill.”38 Barton moved the Red Cross headquarters to Tampa.

At the

declaration of war on April 25th, she had placed the Red Cross headquarters at a
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strategic location to offer immediate war service and in spite of war, she hoped that
her relief work would continue.
Two days before the outbreak of war, the Red Cross relief ship, the State of
Texas, left New York harbor full of supplies for the reconcentrados. Barton was
anxious that the Geneva Convention did not cover naval warfare at this time.
Moreover, in war the Red Cross was supposed to have an active role with the
military. She appealed to military leaders to follow the Geneva accords, but she
found the same prejudices against her and “her” organization as she had in the Civil
War. The generals believed that volunteer committees were unnecessary. The
military should take care of its own medical needs.39
On April 29th, Barton joined the State of Texas in Key West. She begged
Admiral Sampson to allow it to pass the blockade surrounding the island. Admiral
Sampson declared it his duty to keep the supplies out of the country. Barton insisted
it was her duty to get them in! She had no choice but to wait patiently in Tampa
where the troops gathered to depart for Cuba. Although tedious, the wait was not
without action. Barton and her staff turned their attention to the Spanish crew of
vessels, offering them sustenance under the auspices of the Red Cross. Again, “ease
suffering” was her philosophy. She explained that until then “they had only live fish
and brown sugar to eat.”40
While Red Cross President Clara Barton waited in Tampa, many relief
organizations throughout the country adopted the Red Cross insignia to offer
assistance. Scores of trained nurses also rushed to volunteer. To accommodate the
surge, the New York Red Cross committee organized an efficient auxiliary relief to
the army that included recruiting and paying the nurses. Barton had neglected to
provide specific guidance from the headquarters. Instead, she saw the young
“branches” as evidence of the Red Cross success and another step in her passion to
bring nurses to the battlefront as an integral part of the military. As Pryor concludes,
she did not realize that while she waited in Tampa the adoring public would
associate the Red Cross, not with her, but with the tremendous work of these
“branches.”41
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Returning to the Battle Front
Finally, when war arrived, functioning under the realm of humanitarian
relief, Barton followed Theodore Roosevelt and the Rough Riders to Guantanamo
Bay.42 Yet the prospect that she would go to the battlefront seemed dismal. She met
with resistance from army surgeons.

43

She wrote in her diary: “All seemed

interested in the Red Cross, but none thought that a woman nurse would be in place
in a soldier’s hospital; indeed very much out of place.”44 She reflected that it was the
same old story and wondered what gain there had been in the last thirty years. 45 In
Siboney, army surgeons at the American hospital rebuffed her offer to help and so
she turned her attention to the adjacent Cuban hospital. Soon the Americans saw
that the nourished, clean and cared for patients provided a stark contrast to their
plight and changed their minds. The surgeons then requested Red Cross
assistance.46
During the July 1st Battle of El Caney wounded poured into Siboney. Barton,
Sister Bettina, Dr. Lesser and the Red Cross team worked round the clock. On the
second day of the July 3rd San Juan battle, Barton received a message that the
wounded desperately needed care at the battlefront. Ensuring the supplies were
loaded in the only two wagons available, she commandeered a hay wagon and
proceeded over hills to a valley surrounded by dense jungle and mountains. She
reached a collection of tents, the First Division Hospital of the Fifth Army Corps.
Here she complained the conditions were far worse than anything she had seen
during the Civil War.47
Wounded men lay everywhere, exposed to the tropical elements made
worse than ever by the rainy season. More than eight hundred men were
“recovering” from surgery, some sheltered by palm leaves, many lying naked, in
pools of water, exposed to the elements. Those more able greeted her with a
delighted roar: “There is a woman! . . My God, boys, It’s Clara Barton. Now we’ll get
something to eat.”48 Setting up an emergency station, she worked relentlessly
providing the best care her resources permitted.
Throughout the war, Barton was the only female nurse allowed to work at
the front.

In fact, some of the later criticism that she faced arose from her
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willingness to minister to the Spanish soldiers as well. Barton arranged with General
Shafter for these soldiers to receive emergency care and to return behind their own
lines under a flag of truce.49 To Barton, most trying of all was her continual struggle
to maintain her authority to administer care for all at the battlefront.
She fought her cause with a sharp tongue and penned her anger to her diary.
Her fight against gender constraints loomed large in her records. “You have been to
the front,” inquired one Major. “I should think you find it very unpleasant there.
There is no need of your going there—it is no place for women. I consider women
very much out of place in a field hospital.”50 Retelling her experiences, Barton
justified her place at the frontline, “I must have been out of place a good deal,
Doctor, for I have been [in the battlefield] a great deal.”51 Yet the Major ignored her
response. “That doesn’t change my opinion, if I had my way I would send you home,”
he said. Barton was undoubtedly furious. The Red Cross success, in part, was due to
Barton’s avowed belief in the full rights for women.52 She hoped the result of her
battles would bring “progress of humane sentiment . . . perfectly equal rights, human
rights . . . and the advancement of the civilization and enlightenment of the world.”53
Throughout the war, Barton’s team was continually overwhelmed with the
amount of work. The army’s meager resources did little to supplement Red Cross
supplies.54 In fact, Red Cross supplies targeting for starving Cubans went to supply
the army. Nurse reinforcements recruited by the New York committee arrived in
eastern Cuba, but the army refused them permission to land. To Barton, most trying
of all was her continual struggle to maintain her authority to administer care at the
battlefront.
Surgeon General George M. Sternberg adamantly reiterated it was the
government’s responsibility to provide medical care for the military—no female
nurses were required. He somewhat reversed his decision after the publicity
exposing the dreadful conditions in the recruiting camps and the military camps in
Cuba. Outbreaks of disease, malaria, yellow fever, typhoid and dysentery posed such
a problem Sternberg allowed female nurses to attend the camps and the hospital
transport ships. The New York Red Cross sent 700 nurses to the camps and
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hospitals. Hearing of their heroic efforts, the public lionized the nurses. Barton
remained in the field.55

Short Lived Triumph
After the Spanish American War, the face of nursing and especially army
nursing changed. The soldiers’ deaths from disease, heralded major health reforms
including the establishment of the Army Nurse Corp. in 1901. Barton was not a part
of this new thrust—and her contributions dimmed in nursing history, as did her
presence within the Red Cross organization.56 In fact, she returned from Cuba to a
storm of criticism. Ongoing problems arising from her accounting reemerged with
great intensity.57 Why was she in the field and not directing operations from the Red
Cross headquarters? Why had she aided the Spanish captives at time of war?
Criticism pointed to the fact that she worked authoritatively and independently.
Many argued that now she was simply too old to lead.58 Yet she rallied on in Cuba
and when the hurricane struck Galveston, Texas in 1900, Barton rushed to the
action.”59
Although frustrated by women’s lack of status, she drew upon the fire within
herself to negotiate around the obstacles that stood in her way. Loyal to the cause,
she was without criticism to those who stood against her. “To me who had seen
other wars, [shortcomings in supply deliveries] seemed natural, probably largely
inevitable, and quite the thing to be expected,” she wrote, “the fatal results of which
misfortunes I had spent half my lifetime in insinuating measures to prevent or
lessen.”60 Ultimately, she was primarily an experienced bold and brave nurse who
sought action in the field to “prevent and lessen” problems rather than at a desk.61
Barton’s work, however, was finally ending. Her battles in Cuba fed into her
personal battle with the Red Cross Board.62 The well-connected board member and
progressive reformer Mabel Boardman led a vicious campaign to malign Barton’s
character.63 Antagonism against Barton included personal smears labeling her as
“an adventuress from the beginning and a clever one.”64 In 1904, the 83-year-old
Barton resigned as president of the association she founded and nurtured for more
than 20 years. On January 5, 1905, an act of Congress created a new corporation
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signed by one of her chief critics, President Roosevelt.65 William Howard Taft, the
Secretary of War, became the president, a position he kept when he became the
United States president in 1908.

Unacknowledged Unbroken Link:
Viewing the plight of the Cuban reconcentrados and the Spanish American
War though Barton’s eyes highlights her greatly acclaimed humanitarian efforts.
Historians acknowledge Barton as one of the many Civil War nurses, who also
stands out in the annals of history for her humanitarian work as the founder of the
American Red Cross. Humanitarians are sometimes nurses. Nurses are usually
humanitarians. In fact, the very nature of nursing is to bring humanitarian relief to
the suffering. Clara Barton’s nursing roots fired her humanitarian relief in war and
peace. From childhood when she cared for her brother until she completed the
Cuban relief program in 1899, Barton was first a nurse who demanded frontline
action in spite of her gender. As a fiercely independent autonomous woman, she
regarded the Red Cross as a vehicle for her to satiate her passion to nurse. Her hope
was that the military accept Red Cross nurses as full-fledged members. Although
seemingly dichotomous, nursing in war and peace would fulfill her goals.
Nursing history credits Florence Nightingale (1820-1910), a contemporary
of Barton (1821-1912), as the founder of modern nursing. The women grew up on
opposite sides of the Atlantic Ocean with passionate desires to nurse. Both went to
wars that formed the groundwork for their future lives. After the Crimean War
[1854-56], Nightingale sowed the seeds for the professionalization of nursing when
in 1860 she opened the first reformed nursing school at London’s St Thomas
Hospital. Barton, too, broke new ground for nurses. The seed she planted grew into
the Army Nurse Corp. Like Nightingale, she was endowed with a sense of duty—a
mission to nurse. On his deathbed in 1861, Captain Stephen Barton sanctioned his
daughter’s wish to go straight to the battlefield. “Go, it is your duty to go,” he said. 66
She carried his words with her throughout her life. “I’m well and strong and
young—young enough to go to the front. If I can’t be a soldier, I’ll help others. Thank
God I know how to nurse,” concluded Barton.67
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During the last quarter of the 19th Century, Nightingale’s shadow fell upon
nursing on both sides of the Atlantic. The United States’ first Nightingale inspired
nurse training school opened on May 1, 1873, at New York’s Bellevue Hospital in
response to the poor state of hospitals and need for reformed nursing care exposed
by the Sanitary Commission during the Civil War. In the same year, a training school
at New Haven and Boston opened and thereafter training schools proliferated. The
nursing leaders who emerged from these first training schools guided and
strengthened the young profession; in fact, they evidently guarded it from any
independent nurse training movement. In 1894, Barton endorsed the founding of
New York’s Red Cross Hospital and Training School under the auspices of the Red
Cross. To Barton it represented a milestone towards preparing Red Cross nurses to
become an integral part of the military. While the Red Cross nurses withdrew from
the hospital for service during the Spanish American War and the facility closed,
more and more hospitals developed nursing training schools on the Bellevue model.
In 1912, the year Barton died, there were more than 1,100 schools in the
United States. The era of Barton’s mold of battlefield nursing was over. The medical
problems, diseases and epidemics that swept through the army camps at home and
in Cuba during the Spanish American War and the valiant effort to send Red Cross
nurses to care for the soldiers, prompted a call for change.68 Establishing an Army
Nurse Corp was the realization of Barton’s dream. While she was busy in the field,
the overtures for its founding were firmly in place. In response to the desperate
situation, Dr. Anita Newcombe McGee, a physician working under the direction of
the Daughters of the American Revolution and in cooperation with the army
established criteria for the nurse selection. All nurses required graduation from a
nurse training school and recommendations for health and character. After
selection, the nurses enrolled as Red Cross nurses, thus establishing cooperation
between the army and the Red Cross. Leading nurse educators, Isabel Hampton
Robb, Anna C. Maxwell and Adelaide Nutting joined McGee to draw up the Army
Nurse Corps bill. In February 1901, the bill passed through Congress and became
law. Henceforth, the Red Cross enrolled qualified graduate nurses through its local
committees.69
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Army nursing was a fruition of Barton’s work, but she saw the glory for it
swept away from her. Through the Army Nurse Corp, Red Cross nurses were now
ready to step forward in time of war or disaster. Dita H. Kinney became the first
superintendent of the Army Nurse Corp to coordinate army, nursing and the Red
Cross. Her successor Jane A. Delano built up the program including the Navy Nurse
Corp formed in 1908.70 Red Cross nurses even took on new duties. As a precursor to
public health nursing, they taught first aid classes and instructed women how to
care for patients in their own homes. In 1912, Lillian Wald, the founder of public
health nursing, spurred them to further action by branching out to include nursing
in rural areas.71 Reaching out to offer care in rural areas was Barton’s expertise—
albeit at time of disaster. No one acknowledged the roots of public health nursing—
or army nursing—that reached back to Barton. The Red Cross had gradually become
a trained and organized service credited by nursing history to Mabel Boardman’s
managerial skills.
In 1915, Boardman wrote Under The Red Cross Flag At Home and Abroad to
set the Red Cross record straight. She effectively dismissed the only account written
in English, Barton’s The Red Cross in War and Peace, as an incoherent, jumble of
documents. In fact, she really does not give adequate credit for Barton’s work during
the Civil War or afterwards. Seeming to justify Barton’s brief mention in the chapter
addressing “Civil War Nurses,” she noted that in 128 volumes of Civil War Reports in
the War Department, Barton’s name appeared once in connection with prisoners at
Annapolis. Boardman did not mention Barton’s work during the Spanish American
War, but offered criticism of the relief effort. “As a result of this lack of centralization
and of cooperation and in spite of most devoted and self-sacrificing work on the part
of many individuals, this rich country failed to give aid as it should have given to our
sick and wounded men.”72 Florence Nightingale, Henri Dunant and the Sanitary
Commission all receive great acclaim from Boardman—not so Barton. Boardman
failed to address adequately Barton’s place in history as the nurse-founder of the
American Red Cross.
Among her acknowledgements, Boardman thanks Lavinia L. Dock, the nurse
leader, who went on to publish one of the first accounts of American nursing history.
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In Dock’s Short History of Nursing published in 1920, Barton fared a little better—
aptly credited for founding the American Red Cross. Although her “unselfish
idealism was recognized abroad,” Dock noted, “With the passing of her generation,
she has been partly forgotten.”73 In her 1934 edition, Dock added insight to Barton’s
scant recognition. “She was a free lance, carrying succor to “friend and foe alike,
thereby earning ill will of some extreme patriots.”74 In fact, the very gist of Barton’s
nursing mission was to care for all wounded.
Finally, Dock suggested that Barton forfeited her prominent place in nursing
history, because “she did not identify herself with the growing movement to reform
nursing.” Instead, she was a “teacher rather than an organizer” and “looked up to for
her service to the Red Cross, abroad even more than at home.” Dock seemed to point
out that Barton’s “strongly individualistic” nature was not in keeping with the
nursing standards desirable in training schools. One comment difficult to
comprehend was Dock’s assertion that Barton was “rarely benevolent in spirit.”75
On the contrary, by examining the evidence of the Spanish American War
and the relief effort to the reconcentrados, Barton proved she was indeed completely
benevolent in spirit. Throughout her life, she captured this spirit in her singleminded cause—to nurse. By example, her goal was to illustrate that nurses could
become worthy members of the military. She defined her ambition not through the
reformed nursing movement and not through the women’s reform movement but
through what she saw as another reform movement—the American Red Cross. An
eloquent nurse, she battled for her cause fighting gender constraints with a sharp
tongue. “I must have been out of place a good deal, Doctor, for I have been [in the
battlefield] a great deal,” she wrote.76 Ultimately, the American Red Cross won the
battle to establish an Army Nurse Corp. However, at the end of the 19th Century,
criticism of the American Red Cross’ participation in its first active war brought a
tide of change that excluded its stalwart founder.
Clearly, Barton’s record through her eyes and voice leaves no doubt that she
deserves a prominent place in nursing history as well as humanitarian and
philanthropic history.77 In 1892, Barton composed “The Women Who went to the
Field,” that synthesized her heartfelt life’s work. The long poem, she commented
14
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was hastily composed to respond to a toast. She said it was “a prophetic application
to the women who during the Spanish American War went bravely to field and camp
to administer to the sick and wounded.”78 Citing details of the nurses’ Civil War
work, Barton roused the audience bringing the men to their feet in cheers as the
women wept. The last lines projected her hope for nurses’ secure future in the
frontlines of war and peace.

And what would [nurses] do if war came again?
The scarlet cross floats where all was blank then.
They would bind on their brassards and march to the fray.
And the man livith not who could say to them nay;
They would stand with you now, as they stood with you then,—
The nurses, consolers, and saviors of men. 79

Again, Clara Barton’s battles in Cuba epitomized how she strove to fulfill the
fundamental tenet of nursing philosophy. “Ease suffering, soothe sorrow, lessen
pain. [These were her] only thought[s] night and day.” Adhering to her philosophy,
she brought care for the reconcentrados, the American soldiers after the Maine’s
blast, solicitude to their relatives and to the American and Spanish soldiers during
war.80 She deserves a prominent place in nursing and Cuban historiography.
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